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THE PROCESS 

Shortly after FCPS selected Column Case Management, Column consultants began an in-depth evaluation of the school 

system's requirements, processes, and technology. After a successful pilot program showed the solution would meet 

the needs of both the school board and superintendent's office, FCPS decided to go forward. Column consultants 

played a key role throughout the following development and testing, and they helped the implementation team deliver 

the case management solution just six weeks after they began. 

THE RESULTS 

Today, Fairfax County Public Schools' superintendent's office and school board both use Column Case Management as 

a single point to manage their communications. It offers users a full view of a case's history from the initial request 

through to its close. Clear, easy-to-use interfaces help speed data entry, reduce duplicate effort, and ensure the school 

system is fully complying with strict county regulations. In addition, the solution provides dramatically improved 

reporting. Among the options: reports can show cases associated with one or many students, parents, events such as 

the release of standardized test scores, or policy changes such as redistricting initiatives. Users can also learn how 

similar cases have unfolded to help them decide where to best use their limited resources. 

THE PLANS 

With Column Case Management, FCPS is again among the leaders in technology integration-and they are already 

building on their success. FCPS Human Resources is preparing to tailor Column Case Management for their Benefits 

Processing and Human Resources Client Services organizations. Its multi-tenant features will protect sensitive data, and 

FCPS leadership expects the solution's search, business intelligence, and reporting features will contribute to an 

increase in productivity. In all, the phrase "a win-win situation" accurately captures Fairfax County Public Schools' 

experience with Column Case Management. While FCPS looks on their achievements with deserved satisfaction, 

there's a growing sense the best is yet to come. 
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About Column Case Management

Established in 2018 Column Case Management is a 

privately-held leading software provider specialized 

in case management.
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